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Flexible Wooden Dinosaurs (Pk/12)

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING

YOUR KIT CONTAINS:
• Wooden Dinosaurs
• Paint
• Brushes
• Glue

YOU WILL NEED:
• Containers for Water
• Paper Towels

AGE GROUP: 6 and up               
PROJECT TIME: 60 minutes
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INSTRUCTIONS:
Your dinosaurs may be painted in various ways. Try some of these 
options:

1. For a realistic look, try adding some white or black to your paint  
 color to give you shades of the same color.

2. To create uneven, skin like textured look, try using a crumpled  
 paper towel to apply the paint instead of the brushes.

3. Create a dinosaur Circus by painting the dinosaurs all sorts of  
	 bright	colors-	stripes,	polka	dots,	lots	of	different	color	areas,	to	 
	 make	a	clown	like	effect.

The best method is to add detail to your dinosaur by letting the base 
coat dry and then adding additional painted areas.  For small areas, 
try using the back end of the brush dipped into the paint and dotted 
onto the dinosaur.

4. Glue painted legs onto dinosaur body. Let dry.
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Kids ages 8-18 spend an average of 7 hours and 38 minutes in a typical day using entertainment 
media, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation. That’s more than 53 hours a week! 
In an average week, only 6 percent of children ages 9-13 play outside on their own, according to 
the Children & Nature Network. 
Think about some ways you can be “unplugged.” Take a walk and explore, make nature “prints,” 
play games or listen for birds!
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